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Support the Future of Plastics
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SPE FOUNDATION CHAIR

SPE FOUNDATION BOARD

To our SPE community and friends:
Despite uncertainty and challenges created by the global pandemic, the
SPE Foundation was able to expand our outreach in 2020. This annual
report highlights our unique ability to inspire a new generation to learn
and build a brighter future. We believe the SPE Foundation is where dreams
can originate. Not only by offering individual scholarships and grants, but
also through high quality innovative educational programs, which play
an important role in teaching environmental responsibility to serve our
communities and our planet.
There are exciting initiatives for the year ahead. The Foundation formalized
a collaborative project with Soundwaters, the World Design Organization
(WDO), Penn State Behrend, and Braskem, to engage in a “million bottle cap
challenge” with junior high school students. The project begins by collecting
plastic trash and teaches how a new product can come to life from recycled
materials, through the creative design process, plus exposure to basic mold
and process engineering to see the full conversion of plastic waste.
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PlastiVan education expanded to include PlastiVideo modules and online
offerings to increase greater impact and safety through social distancing. We
are also launching our DEI (diversity, equity, inclusion) workforce initiative,
to create education, employment, and advancement opportunities for all
interested students across the entire plastics value chain.
Our obsession in supporting the development of plastics professionals
cannot be achieved without support from our highly engaged Foundation
Board and a growing number of dedicated volunteers who serve on
our various committees. I am deeply grateful for the generosity of our
SPE Chapters, industry sponsors, and individual donors who share the
importance of our mission.
In moments of crisis, the importance of the Foundation’s work becomes even
more critical in serving our communities, safeguarding our profession and
knowledge, and guiding future generations. Thank you all for being a vital
part of the SPE Foundation community!

MAUREEN STEINWALL, KEISHA WALTERS,
Ph.D.
Ph.D.

LETTER FROM DR. JAIME GOMEZ,
SPE PRESIDENT
In 2020 we adopted “Sustainability of SPE” as a
theme to fully engage our newer vision, mission, and
strategic framework. We expect that our collective
good work will attract new young professionals
and retain current members. A major step in SPE’s
modernization is the adoption of a Diversity, Equity
and Inclusion (DEI) initiative that strives to provide our
members with an organization that reflects the society
in which we live today.
You can read more about the great success of the PlastiVan program
in reaching students in Detroit with PlastiVan educators who are
alum of Detroit Schools on page 12. These young Black scientists are
delivering comprehensive plastics education to over 1,000 students
this year.
This is a major step in the establishment of a sustainable SPE and an
effort that will ensure SPE makes a difference for another 80 years!

Thank you for your continuing support.

MISSION
The SPE Foundation supports the development of plastics professionals by
funding quality educational programs, grants and scholarships emphasizing
science, engineering, sustainability, and manufacturing while working to
create inclusive opportunities for students around the world.

SPE SCHOLARSHIPS
The SPE Foundation offers numerous scholarships each year to talented undergraduate and graduate students
seeking careers in the plastics industry.

$41,500
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Foundation funds awarded

$129,250
TOTAL

SCHOLARSHIP
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UNIVERSITIES

scholarship dollars awarded

$87,750

Section & Division
sponsored scholarships

$22,180

ANNUAL COST OF ATTENDANCE

at a public four-year in-state institution
*according to Statista.com

THANK YOU TO ALL OUR SPE CHAPTERS AND OTHER ORGANIZATIONS
THAT SUPPORTED SCHOLARSHIPS IN 2020.

TOGETHER, THEIR

SUPPORT TOTALED

$87,750
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Automotive Division
Blow Molding Division
Cleveland Section
Composites Division
Detroit Section
Extrusion Division
Decorating and Assembly Division
Flexible Packaging Division
Injection Molding Division

•
•
•
•
•
•

Polymer Modifier and Additives Division
Product Design and Development
Division
Thermoforming Division
Thermoplastic Elastomers Special
Interest Group
Thermoplastic Materials and Foams
Division
Western Plastics Pioneers

in scholarship dollars

FOR A FULL LISTING OF OUR SCHOLARSHIPS,
PLEASE VISIT WWW.4SPE.ORG/SCHOLARSHIPS

“Thank you, SPE Foundation, for these generous scholarships. As a first-generation college
student who bears full responsibility for my college education, I am thankful you are willing to
invest in my future and see potential in me. I hope one day I will be able to help students achieve
their goals just as you have helped me.” - Antonia Chin, Kettering University

Antonia Chin is a Kettering University senior
studying chemical engineering. In 2020, she received
scholarships from the Decorating and Assembly
Division, Polymer Modifier and Additives Division, and
Thermoforming Division totaling $4,500 in funds. She
has worked as a co-op student in coatings with BASF
and dispersions and pigments at PPG. She is a dedicated
campus leader and is currently completing her thesis
through research on plasticizers.

“I am beyond grateful to receive this scholarship and look forward to contributing
significantly to the plastics industry!” - Wyatt McGraw, Shawnee State University

“The SPE Flexible Packaging Division gave out three
scholarships in 2020 totaling $7,500. All three of our
recipients had outstanding credentials as exemplified by
Wyatt McGraw. Having already worked in the film-converting
industry, Wyatt impressed us with his high academic
standing in the field of plastics engineering, his ongoing
research interests, and his commitment to giving back to
his community as a mentor. We are confident that Wyatt will
have an outstanding career in the plastics industry.” - Barry
Morris, Flexible Packaging Scholarship Committee Chair

I am beyond
grateful for your
generosity! I hope
to one day give
back to SPE the
way they have
given to me.

In Spring 2020, the SPE Foundation mailed
letters to a small group of members inviting
their support for SPE Foundation scholarships.
During a year where many college students faced
hardships, 16 SPE members generously donated
to support future plastics professionals at this
pivotal time.
These gifts made possible Courtney Valmore’s
$2,500 SPE Foundation General Scholarship.
Courtney is a first-generation college student and
Rose Hulman Institute of Technology freshman.
After interning at Praxair Surface Technologies
where she performed testing on 3D printed
plastics, she became interested in materials and
is currently majoring in Chemical Engineering.
“Thank you so much to the Society of Plastics
Engineers,” Courtney said. “I am beyond grateful
for your generosity! I hope to one day give back
to SPE the way they have given to me.”

Thank you to these generous donors
whose gifts made Courtney Valmore’s
scholarship possible:
Margaret Baumann

Pedro Morales

R. P. Cuenod

Jon Newcome

J. Stephen Duerr

Richard Smith

Brian & Gina Grady

Maureen Steinwall

Raj Krishnaswamy

Noel Tessier

Edwin Laird

Mark Tyler

Francis McAndrew

Emil Vyskocil

Wolfgang Meyer

Bill Willoughby

If you are interested in supporting scholarships for our future plastics
professionals, email foundation@4spe.org or visit give.4spe.org.

HAROLD GILES SCHOLARSHIP
“By honoring the memory of Dr. Harold Giles through scholarship, the
Composites Division recognized the contributions he made as an SPE
member. His passion to teach others through publications and seminars
was balanced by his dedication to service, both locally and nationally
in the Society. Harold made a lasting impression by renaming the
division the Composites Division but is remembered best by the Awards
Committee he chaired which, fittingly, later included the Harold Giles
Scholarship. Harold saw more of the heart and soul in others, not just
the technical skill. It was my pleasure to serve with him.”
Larry Montsinger
Chairman, Composites Division 1999 to 2001

BILL BREGAR

MEMORIAL SCHOLARSHIP
This year, the Bill Bregar Memorial Scholarship
Fund was created to support aspiring journalists
and business communicators in plastics and
manufacturing industries.
Established on behalf of the Bregar
family by Crain Communications
and SPE, this scholarship honors
Bill’s contributions to the plastics
industry and his impressive 31
years at Plastics News.
If you would like to make a gift
in honor of our friend and
colleague, please visit
give.4spe.org/billbregar.

Harold dedicated his life to helping others by
centering in on his family, church, friends,
neighbors, and colleagues. I honor his life of service
by donating all proceeds from “Extrusion: The
Definitive Processing Guide and Handbook” to the
Harold Giles Scholarship.
Thank you never seems enough and yet it reflects
the gratitude I have for SPE. The scholarship
in his name honors Harold’s life of service and
love of education -- two concepts combined that
encapsulate his memory.
Betty Giles, Widow of Harold Giles

Each year, many SPE chapters award scholarships
named after friends and colleagues from the
plastics industry. If you are interested in creating a
scholarship to honor your friend or colleague and
assist our future plastics professionals, contact us
at foundation@4spe.org.
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At the beginning of 2020, the PlastiVan program
was on track to break all records and serve more
than 40,000 students in the United States.
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In some markets, PlastiVan’s goal to change the perception
of plastics one classroom at a time was looked at with
suspicion. The global failure of managing plastics waste
was blamed on the plastics industry. To gain access to
more students, the PlastiVan Sustainability Curriculum was
successfully launched in Portland, OR and Los Angeles, CA
in early 2020. Topics included mechanical and chemical
recycling, the circular economy, innovation, waste
management, and marine debris. And then Covid-19 hit. . .
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TOTAL
VISITS

7,365 STUDENTS
impacted by PlastiVan®

Thank you to our generous 2020 PlastiVan sponsors:
SPE Automotive Division

Fiber Pad

BASF

Greenville Schools

Braskem

Stephen Sweig PlastiVan Memorial
Funds

SPE Color and Appearance Division

PLASTICS Industry Association

Charter NEX Films

SEKISUI

Chevron Phillips Chemical

SPE Milwaukee Section

SPE Detroit Section

SPE Thermoforming Division

•

NATURAL
PLASTICS

•
•
•

In March, the pandemic necessitated the shifting of gears and
the PlastiVan team created 22 video learning modules in five
categories: Natural Plastics; Synthetic Plastics; Processes &
Material Science; Take Action; and The Future of Plastics. All
curriculum is aligned with Next Generation Science Standards
and comes with supplementary materials to enhance the
classroom experience. Our virtual resources are expected to
increase our impact worldwide for years to come!

SYNTHETIC
PLASTICS

PROCESSES &
MATERIAL SCIENCE

TAKE ACTION

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•

THE FUTURE
OF PLASTICS

•
•
•
•

Imagining a World Without
Plastics
Natural & Synthetic Polymers
Accidental Plastics & Chemical
Engineering
Macromolecules & Polymer
Science
The Raw Materials of Plastics
Polymers & Application
Engineering
Nylon & Organic Chemistry
Thermoplastics & Recycling
Thermosets Are Here to Stay
Additives Make a Difference
Crosslinking & Chemical
Reactions
Foam Applications
Hydrophilic & Hydrophobic
Polymers
How to Recycle
Marine Debris Causes and
Solutions
Protect Your Watershed
Recycle Your Wrap
Plastics from Renewable
Resources
Innovative Recycling Techniques
Circular Economy
Productive Reuse of Materials
Sustainable Materials
Management

PLASTIVIDEO MADE POSSIBLE BY
OUR GENEROUS SUPPORTERS
Thank you to our PlastiVideo development sponsors and ongoing partners:
•
•
•
•
•

Braskem
SPE Detroit Section
SPE Automotive Section
SPE Color and Appearance Division
Plastics Pioneers Association

The PlastiVan team wanted to create 22 PlastiVideo modules. The estimated
development cost for each module was $5,000, so we needed $110,000.
With commitments from SPE Detroit, SPE Automotive and the Plastic Pioneers
Association we had $82,500 in hand. We hoped to make up some of the
difference in our Giving Tuesday campaign. We set our goal at $10,000 and
were surprised by the record $22,958 raised. We had almost met our goal
with $105,458 and made up the difference with the annual support of the SPE
Color and Appearance Division. Thank you!

Sandra McClelland, SPE Detroit’s Education Chair,
championed $60,000 in support from the Section
for PlastiVideo development and over $55,000 for
sponsored visits in 2021. She and the Detroit Board have
always been strong believers in the value of PlastiVan.
The SPE Automotive Division has also been a long-time
supporter and has given $20,000 for development
and pledged over $40,000 for 2021 visits. The annual
support of the Color and Appearance Division boosted
our ability to move quickly into the development phase.
The Plastics Pioneers Association has given $7,500 and
pledged $7,500 more to be used as necessary. Giving
Tuesday had 100 donors including the members of
the Plastics Industry Association who gave $4,710, the
Chicago Section and Educational Foundation, the Akron
Section, the Product Design and Development Division,
and many other companies and individuals. And of
course, none of this would be possible without our
partner, Braskem. A big thank you to everyone!

$7,500

Plastics Pioneers Association

$7,243

Giving Tuesday Individuals

$1,775

$105,458
TOTAL

PLASTIVIDEO DEVELOPMENT
FUNDING

Giving Tuesday Corporations

$4,710

Plastics Industry Assoc. Members

$2,030

Giving Tuesday
Membership Renewals

$82,200
SPE Chapters

Detroit SPE is
excited to support
PlastiVan’s video
modules. We believe
it is the right way
to move forward for
plastics education.

For Giving Tuesday, we invited our stakeholders to
support PlastiVideo development and help us raise
$10,000 to create two new videos. In 24 hours, our goal
was shattered by their generosity and together we raised
$22,958!
Special thanks to the SPE Sections and Division whose
generous Giving Tuesday gifts helped us double our goal:
SPE Automotive Division $5,000
SPE Product Design & Development Division $1,000
SPE Chicago Section $500
Chicago SPE Educational Foundation $500
SPE Akron Section $200
Thank you to the 23 PLASTICS Industry Association
members, whose individual donations totaled $4,710.

2019

$10,509
37
total raised by
donors

2020

$22,958
100
total raised by
donors

GRANTS
SPE FOUNDATION GRANT SUPPORTS PLASTICS EDUCATION
IN DETROIT AND DIVERSITY, EQUITY AND INCLUSION
The SPE Foundation made a grant in late 2020 to Ecotek Science at
Work! Lab to support a pilot program of broad plastics education for
Detroit students. The education utilizes the new PlastiVideo modules,
supports the “Wonders of Plastics” annual essay contest held by SPE
Detroit and plastics-themed science fair projects, and hopes to recruit
more students to participate in Ecotek’s independent materials research
program. Students with a strong interest will be invited to join an
SPE “club” to encourage long-term learning in polymer science while
exposing them to plastics professionals.
Briana Young and Evan Morton, young African American
scientists who are Detroit Edison Early College of Excellence
public charter school alums, were hired to deliver the
plastics education. The PlastiVan team had often
discussed how to guide and inspire more students
to see themselves as plastics professionals.
One stumbling block we noted, when serving
communities of Black, Latino, or Indigenous
peoples, was our inability to be true role models as
we didn’t look like the students we were educating.
The decision to hire educators to serve their home
communities supports the new diversity, equity, and
inclusion initiative at SPE.

“Being a first time PlastiVan
educator has been an
amazing experience so far,”
said Ms. Young. “I had the
opportunity of sharing my
knowledge of plastics with
my home school.”

Ecotek Lab was started in 2005 with the goal to provide students with the skills
needed to compete in a global economy. Keith Young thought that included
challenging hands-on science research, becoming familiar with global politics
and how science shapes policy making. The lab is based in Detroit, MI with
satellite labs in Baltimore, MD and Orlando, FL. Ecotek students, as young as
nine years old, work on projects in biotechnology, material science, including
bioplastics, environmental science, and alternative energy. Many of his students
have worked with United Nations member countries, universities, national labs,
and global companies, presenting their work at the UN and industry conferences.

Although applications were still accepted, most grant awards were suspended from March to August as most schools had
transitioned to virtual or hybrid classrooms. Oakland University received a grant in July in support of their efforts to 3D print
face shields, and most grants were awarded in November and December as many schools were back in the classroom.

6

3D printers awarded

Johnson High School, St. Paul, MN
University of Oklahoma SPE Chapter
Calvin Christian School, South Holland, IL

11

grants
awarded

$31,085
total

Carrabec Community School, North
Anson, ME
North East Middle School, North East, PA

$4,638
Thermoforming
Division Grants
Vacuum Former
to Dawson County
High School in
Dawsonville, GA

SOAR High School, Eagle River, WI

$22,795

4 Grants given to support plastics education
and workforce development

SPE Philadelphia Section, Plastics Chemistry
Science Fair

Oakland University Formula SAE Team, 3D
Filament for Covid-19 Shield Printing

SPE Mid-Hudson Section, Dutchess County
Regional Science Fair

Ecotek Science at Work! Lab, Detroit, MI

The SPE Foundation and Formlabs joined together for a 3D
printing design challenge, inviting students to submit their
own 3D printing design work. With their impressive chess
set design, the University of Oklahoma Student SPE Chapter
won first prize and received a Form 2 3D printer!

SPE CHAPTERS GIVE GENEROUSLY
Numerous SPE Sections, Divisions, and Special Interest Groups also support plastics
education with generous scholarships and grants each year, assisting hundreds of
students pursuing an education beneficial to the plastics industry.
Take a look at the impact our shared work has made for our future plastics professionals
in 2020. These Chapters awarded their own scholarships or grants in 2020.
Akron Section

Palisades-New Jersey Section

Automotive Division

Philadelphia Section

Blow Molding Division

Piedmont Coastal Section

Central Indiana Section
Chicago Section

Pittsburgh Section
Polymer Modifiers and Additives Division

Cleveland Section
Color and Appearance Division
Composites Division
Connecticut Section

Product Design and Development Division
Quebec Section
Rotational Molding Division

Decorating and Assembly Division

South Texas Section

Detroit Section

Thermoforming Division

Eastern New England Section

Thermoplastic Elastomers SIG

Extrusion Division

Thermoplastic Materials and
Foams Division

Failure Analysis and Prevention SIG
Flexible Packaging Division
Golden Gate Section
Injection Molding Division

$370,000+
total scholarship and grant
dollars given by SPE Chapters
in 2020

102

total students
impacted

Vinyl Plastics
Division

YOUR WORK MATTERS

Milwaukee Section
Northwestern Pennsylvania Section

Support the Future of Plastics

$129,250
in scholarships awarded to

46

27

students at

universities

$31,085

total grant dollars awarded

$105,458

given to support
PlastiVideo™ development

$36,730

raised from SPE membership
renewal donations

$443,799

100

donors gave
more than

22

$22,950

generously given to support the
work of the SPE Foundation
for PlastiVideos™
on Giving Tuesday

PlastiVideo™ learning
modules created

THANK YOU FOR SUPPORTING AND INSPIRING
FUTURE PLASTICS PROFESSIONALS.
For more information on how you can support positive plastics education
and workforce development, contact us at foundation@4spe.org.

YOUR WORK MATTERS

HELP A STUDENT

SPONSOR A VISIT

DONATE FUNDS

Donate to the general scholarship fund
to support high achieving students
seeking a plastics education.

Expose young students to the wonders
of plastics by sponsoring a PlastiVan
or PlastiVideo visit.

All gifts to the SPE Foundation, large
and small, help support the next
generation of plastics professionals.

BUILD A LEGACY

PUT PLASTICS IN THE CLASSROOM

START A MEMORIAL

Including the SPE Foundation in your trust
or will is a meaningful way to help us
continue to promote plastics education
and support workforce development.

Help us fulfill requests for 3D printers
in junior, middle, and high schools by
supporting our grants program.

Remember and recognize someone
influential to you or your career by
creating a memorial fund to support
PlastiVan or a scholarship.

NAME A SCHOLARSHIP

SUPPORT WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT

PAY IT FORWARD

Honor a colleague, friend, professor, or
someone important to you by creating
an endowed scholarship. These funds
provide vital financial support to students
seeking a plastics education.

Gifts to the SPE Foundation directly impact
the next generation of plastics professionals.
Your work matters, and your support helps us
inspire young students to carry it forward.

Acknowledge your success in the
plastics industry by supporting
the next generation and become a
monthly donor.

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT US AT FOUNDATION@4SPE.ORG

